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Editors’ Note
We are elated to present to the reader, the 45th issue of the in-house departmental magazine,NITKAST. This issue aims at continuing our tradition of providing up-to-date and
concise information on the activities of our department as well as the recent developments in the field of Materials Engineering. We have tried our best to present this issue
in a well-structured, colourful and engaging format similar to the previous issue. In these
efforts, we thank all the Professors of our department for their continued guidance and
support, as also all the student contributors for this issue.
We would like to congratulate Prof. Uday Bhat K. for successfully completing his tenure
as Head of the Department and take this opportunity in welcoming Prof. Anandhan
Srinivasan as the new Head. We wish him all the best.
We sincerely hope you enjoy reading this magazine.
-NITKAST Editorial Team
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About the department
I am highly delighted to present the 45th volume and the fourth e-version of NITKAST
The in-house journal of our Department. The journal reflects the vision and mission of
the Department and assimilates the aptitude of our young, energetic and emerging professionals. This year many of our students have joined very well reputed core industries as
well as the finance companies. I am pleased to say that some of the students have secured
admission in well known institutes in India and abroad for their higher studies.
Our young undergraduate student team was very active during Engineer 2017 with the
events, like, Metamagic, SEM, TEM Expo, Thermite etc. Some of our students have
secured recognitions in sports, cultural events, such as, singing.
We also had many lectures organized by MEA, which helped students to get insight to
many upcoming technological trends. I am delighted to say about the first MEA intrabranch sports day which took place in the month of March, where undergraduate students,
post graduate students along with the Ph.D. scholars actively took part in various events.
The Department has progressed on the research front with a good number of research
papers being published in peer reviewed journals. The Department has procured Screen
printing machine, wettability determining equipment with the support from the Institute
under the Annual Plan Grant and TEQIP phase II, respectively. I am happy to say that
department has received a grant of Rs. 297 lakhs.
The Institute is now continuing with the partial funding of undergraduate students to
visit foreign universities for summer internship and for technical paper presentations at
International Conferences.
I am happy that Prof. K.K. Prasad, Adjunct Professor, in the domain of Iron and Steel,
has continued his association with us for the last academic year also. His presence has
kindled interest among students in the traditional ferrous extractive metallurgy field.
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I am pleased to say that professor K. Narayan Prabhu secured the National Metallurgist
Award in non ferrous metallurgy division for his work in the domain of lead free solder.
This award is instituted by Ministry of Iron and Steel, Govt of India.
The 27th lecture in Prof. T. Ramchandran Lecture series was delivered by, Prof. Brij
Kumar Dhindaw, Professor, Indian Institute of Technology Bhubaneswar, MGM Chair
Professor, School of Minerals, Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, Indian Institute
of Technology, Bhubaneswar. He gave a lecture on Recyclability of Aluminum alloys,
Twin Roll Casting and Nucleation Issues. The Department is proud of running this series
uninterruptedly for the past 27 years.
Also, I am feeling sorry to say that Professor K Rajendra Udupa, will be superannuating
during the month of September, after serving the department, at various levels, during last
37 years. Everyone in the department will feel the vacuum, once it happens.
Finally, I would like to thank all my colleagues, students, alumni and all staff of the
department for the support and cooperation extended to me during my tenure as Head.
At the end, I whole heartedly welcome the incoming students to our Department. The
young students, I am sure, will not only bring fresh energetic atmosphere but also enrich
our Department with innovative ideas. We are also hoping to have some new faces, in the
domain of teaching community as well.
-Dr. Udaya Bhat K.
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DEPARTMENT OF METALLURGICAL AND
MATERIALS ENGINEERING
NITK, SURATHKAL
I. Vision
To train personnel in the area of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering so that they could
become leaders in designing, building and operating associated plants as well as in R and D
and teaching activities.

II. Mission
1. To impart to students, the knowledge of fundamental and complex engineer- ing problems,
solutions, and limitations in metallurgical engineering, engi- neering ethics using modern
tools.
2. To interact with neighbouring industries and extend to them expertise as and when needed
for testing, consultancy, and other developmental work.
3. To generate data and enhance knowledge in the field of metals and materials through independent research work.
4. To coordinate with administration and to promote inter-departmental relation- ships for the
overall development of the Department and the institute.
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Articles
Hot Deformation and Softening Mechanism in
Two Phase Titanium Aluminide
Rashi Rajanna1 and Nitish Bibhanshu2
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering1 , National Institute of Technology
Surathkal INDIA1
Department of Materials Engineering, Indian Institute of Science Bangalore, INDIA1
rashirajanna01@gmail.com1 , nitishbibhanshu@gmail.com2
Introduction
Titanium Aluminide have very high specific strength, low density and high operating
temperature [1]. These properties make these materials amenable for the replacement of
Ni-based superalloys used in gas turbines. Currently, TiAl is used in low pressure regime
in as-cast condition. For the application in high pressure regime, it is desirable to develop
wrought titanium aluminides. The objective of the present investigation is to develop a
strategy for the processing of B modified TiAl.
Materials and methods
Cast titanium aluminide with composition Ti-48Al-2V and Ti-48Al-2V-0.2B has been
prepared from the vacuum arc melting. As cast structure shows the strong solidification
texture. High temperature deformation behavior of dual phase Titanium Aluminide of
composition Ti-48Al-2V and with the further addition of 0.2%B (which is a grain refiner
and alpha phase stabilizer [2]) has been studied. Both the compositions have been deformed under compression at a temperature of 1200◦ C with a strain rate of 10 s-1. It
1
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has been found that B added TiAl show a higher softening behavior compared to that
of Ti-48Al-2V. Fig. 1 shows the as-cast microstructure and Fig. 2 shows deformed microstructures of Ti-48Al-2V-0.2B.
Results and Discussion
It has been observed that B modified composition shows more softening behavior
compare to the Ti-48Al-2V. During the deformation, softening has been observed
because of the lath kinking, lath breaking, lath rotation, dynamic recrystallization and
globalization. Dynamic recrystallization has been observed mainly in the shear band
which is forming parallel to the kinked lamella. From the compression curves activation
energy of deformation has been calculated, and has been found that its value increasing
with the increasing the deformation temperature. This may be because of the increasing
the phase fraction of alpha phase.

Fig.1: Z-contrast SEM microstructure of as cast sample of composition
Ti-48Al-2V-0.2B.
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Fig. 2: Z-contrast SEM microstructure at different location of deformed sample at
1200C and 10 S-1 of composition Ti-48Al-2V-0.2B.
References
1. D.M. Dimiduk, Mater. Sci. and Eng., A263 (1999) 281-288.
2. A.V. Kartavykh, M. V. Gorshenkov, D. A. Podgorny, Mater. Letters, 142 (2015)
294-298.
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CHALLENGES AND PROSPECTS OF HIGH
ENTROPY ALLOYS
Vinay B.U.1 , A. O. Surendranathan2 , Shashi Bhushan Arya3 .
, 1 Ph.D. Scholar, Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, NITK
2 Professor,
3 3Assistant

Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, NITK

Professor, Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, NITK

Introduction
Designing a conventional alloy for today0 s scenario is not a big challenge, because one
can predict resulting phases and their properties after the synthesis. Its application is also
becoming limited as it is not able to reach the requirements on product capabilities and
its functions.
High entropy alloys (HEAs) are the multi component alloys, but not based on a principal
element, interestingly they consist of multi-elements in equal proportions. Criteria for
selecting the elements to prepare HEAs are not simple, as HEA usually consists of multicomponents (more than 4 elements) which are physically as well as chemically distinct in
nature. Many papers reported that, to form single phase solid solution structured HEAs,
mainly three dependent parameters have to considered, i.e. atomic size difference δ ,
mixing enthalpy ∆Hmix and valence electron concentration (VEC) [1,2].
The main intention while developing the HEAs is high configurational entropy, which
helps in enhancing their stability as compared to inter-metallic compounds, especially at
higher temperatures.
4
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Role of entropy in HEAs
The role of entropy in alloys is vital, as it is the parameter, which affects the stability of the
material system. As the number of elements increases the entropy of an alloy increases,
thereby its stability also, such alloys are called the high entropy alloys. Configurational
entropy is also affected by the following parameters: constituent phases, nature of phases
formed in the alloys, kinetics of phase of formation, lattice strain, and properties of alloys
[1-5] For high entropy alloys, configurational entropy is more than 1.5R, yields high
stability at high temperatures with good mechanical strength. [1]
Challenges
Consideration of the elements for designing high entropy alloy itself is a major challenge,
because understanding the mixing behavior of multi principal elements is not an easy job.
Though many works have been done in this area, compared to conventional alloys design,
HEA design is still in infant stage. Synthesis of HEA is not an easy task, which involves
the combination of different metals/elements of different properties. Method of alloying
is other major challenge as different methods yields different types of results. One cant
easily forecast which may be desirable or not desirable. [1, 2]
Prospects of HEAs
Exploration of structure-property correlations in HEAs suggests the researchers that it
can be promising materials for many high temperature applications, accompanied by high
specific strength and high hardness, exceptional ductility and fracture toughness at cryogenic temperatures, super paramagnetic, and superconductivity. [3] In comparison with
metallic glasses, HEAs possess high strength, and more light weight in comparison with
aluminium. In general oxidation resistance and corrosion resistance of the HEA is superior to that of 304-stainless steel may be due to intense segregation of the elements added,
which also results in blocking slip planes, hence improve mechanical strength. [1, 4]
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Applications
HEAs can be applied in the aerospace industry, because of its high temperature stability,
refractoriness, and low density with high strength. [1, 4] Thus HEAs are becoming a topic
for great research interest in todays scenario and get lot attention because of its novelty.

Bibliography
[1] Murty, B. S., Yeh, J. W., and Ranganathan, S., High-entropy alloys. ButterworthHeinemann. (2014)
[2] Jiang, L., Y. P. Lu, H. Jiang, T. M. Wang, B. N. Wei, Z. Q. Cao, and T. J. Li. ”Formation rules of single phase solid solution in high entropy alloys.” Materials Science
and Technology 32, no. 6 (2016): 588-592.
[3] Yu, P. F., L. J. Zhang, H. Cheng, H. Zhang, M. Z. Ma, Y. C. Li, G. Li, P. K. Liaw,
and R. P. Liu. ”The high-entropy alloys with high hardness and soft magnetic property prepared by mechanical alloying and high-pressure sintering.” Intermetallics 70
(2016): 82-87.
[4] Qiu, Y., M. A. Gibson, H. L. Fraser, and N. Birbilis. ”Corrosion characteristics of high
entropy alloys.” Materials Science and Technology 31, no. 10 (2015): 1235-1243.
[5] Toda-Caraballo, I., and P. E. J. Rivera-Daz-del-Castillo. ”A criterion for the formation
of high entropy alloys based on lattice distortion.” Intermetallics 71 (2016): 76-87.
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Cemented Carbides
Kamanakeri Madhubala1 , A Sai Lakshmi Nikitha1
A. O. Surendranathan2 .
1 IV

B. Tech.; 2 Professor

Introduction
The major constituents of cemented carbide consist of fine tungsten carbide particles,
which are hard and brittle, and the minor constituent binder metal cobalt (Co), which is
relatively soft and ductile. The hard carbide grains are of 0.110 m in size, embedded
in a tough binder phase, Co. WCCo is used in cast iron cutting, rock drilling and for
making wear resistant parts. For steel cutting applications WCCo materials often have
additions of cubic carbides such as TiC, TaC and NbC. So called cermets are based on
TiC+TiN or Ti(C, N) with a binder phase based on Ni or Co or a combination of these.
Cemented carbides and cermets are produced by powder metallurgy. Powders are mixed,
milled together, pressed to green bodies and liquid phase sintered at a temperature of
13001600C. However, much of the microstructure is formed already during solid state
sintering, before the eutectic temperature has been reached. Coating with wear resistant
layers (e.g. TiC, Al2O3, TiN) have improved the cutting behaviour of many cemented
carbide grades further. Functionally graded cemented carbides have drawn the interest
of hard material industries. These tool materials are harder and more wear resistant than
traditional tungsten carbide cobalt alloys. The functionally graded tool materials also
find new applications in metal cutting, metal forming and wear resistant parts.
Synthesis of Cemented Carbides
Carburizing: Tungsten mono carbide used in preparing cemented carbide is produced
primarily by carburizing tungsten powder with carbon black. In this process, the pres7
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ence of a gas with a definite partial pressure of carbon is essential for the formation of
the carbide. For example, in a graphite tube furnace, carbides are readily formed by carburization with carbon under hydrogen, while carbide formation proceeds slowly in the
carbon-free tungsten tube furnace. If a tube furnace is used, the tungsten-carbon mixture
is put into graphite boats and stoked continuously through the electrically heated furnace.
Hydrogen is usually introduced into the discharge end of the tube and is burned off at
the charging end. An alternative to the graphite tube furnace is high frequency induction
furnace.
Mixing: Ball milling is the commonly applied comminution method in the cemented
carbides industry. This operation is carried out mainly to blend the carbides with the
auxiliary binder metal and processing aids. The prime objective of ball milling, apart
from the particle size reduction, is to ensure that every carbide particle is coated with
Co. In addition, it creates new active surfaces and an increased defect structure of both
carbides and metal binder. The new surfaces created during milling are very reactive with
the gaseous species in the environment. Conventional ball milling of hard metal powders
is carried out in simple cylindrical rotating ball mills. From an efficiency point of view,
vibratory milling is far ahead because the balls tend to rotate individually, as well as in
unison. In attritor milling, the ball charge is stirred vigorously with rotating paddles. For
better results, carbide balls are used.
Consolidation: Powder compaction is the process of compacting metal powder in a die
through the application of high pressures. Typically the tools are held in the vertical orientation with the punch tool forming the bottom of the cavity. The powder is then compacted into a shape and then ejected from the die cavity. The density of the compacted
powder is directly proportional to the amount of pressure applied. Pressure of 10000
kg/mm to 50000 kg/mm are commonly used for metal powder compaction. Consolidation of powder composites is a typical process route to obtain metal matrix composites
with high volume fractions of hard phase. In general, powder compacts are obtained via
cold or hot uniaxial compaction or hydrostatic pressing in a primary step. A secondary
step may involve pressureless sintering or severe plastic deformation at high temperature

8
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depending on the final application.
Sintering: Sintering is the process of forming materials and components from powders
under the action of thermal energy. Generally, the sintering approaches can be divided
into two categories: solid state sintering and liquid state sintering. Solid state sintering
takes place when powder compacts and consolidated in a solid state during the sintering
process while the liquid phase sintering when a liquid phase is formed during the process.
Conventional sintering: Conventional pressure-less sintering to date is still the most attractive sintering method to produce ceramic parts since it is a simple and economical
way to realize mass production of products. Heating of powder compacts is commonly
achieved with electrical resistance furnaces which can attain temperatures as high as 2500
C. Various types of electrical furnaces are available commercially for special purposes.
The box furnace is usually used for sintering in air while a tube furnace is frequently employed when a certain reducing atmosphere is desired. Although conventional sintering is
widely used in industry, the lengthy time the sintering process takes and the high sintering
temperature needed make it less desirable when efficiency is considered. To overcome
this, quite a few techniques such as spark plasma sintering (SPS), hot isostatic pressing
(HIP) and selective laser sintering (SLS) have emerged in recent years.
Spark plasma sintering: SPS bears the capabilities to introduce rapid heating rates and
high pressures, which can realize the sintering process at a relatively lower sintering temperature and in a much shorter time. The SPS process can be considered as a modified
type of hot isostatic pressing process where electric current runs through the graphite
die and the specimen pulsed. The specimen is therefore heated by the joule heat from
the specimen itself and from the heat transferred from the pressing die. This technique
makes it possible to attain the temperature of 2000 C at a heating rate up to 1000 C/min.
Although various reports have been made to reveal the sintering mechanism of SPS, so
far no convincing evidence to unravel the microscopic mechanism of the sintering process. The probable theories are plasma formation and electron migration. SPS is a cost
effective sintering process. The sintering time to consolidate the ceramic composites temperature by SPS is just around 10 percent of that by the traditional sintering process and

9
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the sintering temperature of SPS to achieve full density is about 150-200 or 250-300 C
lower than that of the HIP technique. Meanwhile, SPS can also well control grain growth
of the sintered sample.
Hot isostatic pressing: Sintering with an external pressure is often referred to as pressure sintering. This technique is rather important to fabricate densified ceramic samples,
which are difficult to consolidate using traditional sintering. HIP is one of the widely
used pressure sintering technologies. In this process powders are tightly enclosed in a
glass or a metal container, which is evacuated and placed in a pressure vessel. Alternatively, samples can be pre-consolidated using traditional sintering and subsequently HIP
is used to further increase the density of the sample. During the sintering process, the required pressure within the chamber is achieved by introducing pressurized gas through a
compressor and when the required pressure is obtained, the metal container will collapse
and then the isostatic pressure is transmitted to the sample.
Selective laser sintering (SLS): SLS is a powder based additive manufacturing technique
to produce three dimensional complex-shaped parts. The main feature of this technique
is that the part is made in a layer by layer way with a computer aided design model and
each layer is consolidated into the part by fusing small particles of polymers, metal or
ceramic into a mass of the desired three dimensional shapes. Various components with
intricate shapes are produced by direct or indirect SLS.
Machining: Cemented carbide material is machined by ultrasonic vibration assisted electrical discharge machining (UEDM) in gas medium. UEDM in gas is suitable for machining cemented carbides. Five material removal mechanisms of cemented carbides
machined by UEDM in gas are, melting and evaporation, oxidation and decomposition,
spalling, the force of high-pressure gas and the affection of ultrasonic vibration.
Properties
The WC-Co alloys, mainly used for machining of short-chipping materials for wearresistant applications, were the first cemented carbides to achieve industrial importance.
WC-Co alloys of a given cobalt content become harder, the finer the grain, softer and
10
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tougher they are than the coarser- grained ones. Specific properties vary with varying
cobalt content in the WC-Co alloys and they are: Density: The density of WC-Co alloys depends primarily on the cobalt content and on the degree of sintering. The actual
measured densities are usually about 0.5-3% below the calculated (theoretical) values.
These deviations are attributable to a more or less pronounced, undesired, residual porosity, which may be caused by too large particle sizes (insufficient ball milling) by under- or
over- sintering or by contaminations such as oxides, graphite, or under-carburized tungsten carbide. Hardness: The hardness of WC-Co alloys decreases with increasing cobalt
content. The hardness of cemented carbides is most strongly influenced by the grain size,
purity and composition of the carbide phase, and the degree of fine dispersion of binder
metal and carbide phases. The hardness decreases with increasing grain size. Impact
Strength: Impact strength values of cemented carbides are a measure of their resistance
to mechanical shock. A linear relationship can be observed between cobalt content and
impact strength. Wear Resistance: The wear depends largely on porosity. As compared
with steel, the wear resistance of WC-Co materials is outstanding.
Applications of Cemented Carbides
Cemented carbide wear parts are used in wire and section drawing, cold and hot rolling,
stone-working, working of wood and plastics, in the textile, magnetic tape and paper industries, in the food and medical industries, the glass industry, for stamping and punch
drawing (e.g. can making) and a large number of structural components, including
plungers, boring bars, compacting dies and punches, high pressure dies and punches, seal
rings, pulverizing hammers, needles, carbide feed rolls, chuck jaws, and others. Straight
grades, which exhibit WC and Co only (despite minor additions of other elements) are
used for the machining of cast irons, hardened steel, stainless steels, nonferrous metals,
nickel-based high strength alloys, wood, plastics or composites. WC-(W, Ti, Ta, Nb) (C,
N)-Co grades (so-called steel cutting grades) are used in machining of steel, especially
for long chipping alloys. This important and large segment (in particular in terms of tonnages) includes tools for road planning, soil stabilization, asphalt reclamation, vertical
11
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and horizontal drilling (rock-, oil and gas), tunnel boring, surface mining, and others. For
these applications, impact resistance, abrasion resistance and high fracture toughness are
required.
Conclusions
The future of cemented carbide development is going to be governed by techno-economic
reasons. The modifications of both carbide and metal binder phases are inevitable and, in
this respect, intensive research is needed. The multi-component phase equilibria studies
are essential, as is the phase stability with respect to the thermal history during processing.
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Polymer Nano Composites
T.S.K. Sushma1 , Anantha Mayuri1
A. O. Surendranathan2 .
1 IV

B. Tech.; 2 Professor

Introduction
The word ”composite” means ”made of two or more different parts”. The polymer
nanocomposites are a combination of a polymer matrix and reinforcements that have
at least one dimension (i.e. length, width, or thickness) in the nanometer size range.
Mechanically the term nanocomposites differ from conventional composites due to the
exceptionally high surface to volume ratio of the reinforcement and/or its exceptionally
high aspect ratio. They consist of one or more discontinuous phases distributed in one
continuous phase. Continuous phase is called ”matrix”, whereas discontinuous phase is
called ”reinforcement” or ”reinforcing material”.
The idea behind nanocomposite is to use building blocks with dimensions in nanometer
range to design and create new materials with unprecedented flexibility and improvement
in their physical properties. Traditional composites have the length scale of the fillers in
micrometers.
Polymer coils are 40 nm in diameter, some nanofillers are on the same order of magnitude.
Molecular interaction between polymer and nanofillers will give polymer nanocomposites unusual properties that conventional polymers do not possess.
Synthesis Methods
Polymer nanocomposites are hybrid organicinorganic materials with at least one dimension of the filler phase less than 100nm. Polymer nanocomposites are synthesized via
various methods that can be categorized into four major routes: melt intercalation, tem13
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plate synthesis, exfoliation adsorption, and in situ polymerization intercalation.
• description Melt intercalation is the typical standard approach for synthesizing thermoplastic polymer nanocomposites. It involves annealing the polymer matrix at high
temperatures, adding the filler, and finally kneading the composite to achieve uniform
distribution. It has the advantage of being environmental friendly because of the lack
of solvent usage. In addition, it is considered compatible with industrial processes
such as injection molding and extrusion,which makes it more convenient to utilize
and, thus, more economical. However, the high temperatures used in the process can
damage the surface modification of the filler.
• Template synthesis, also known as sol-gel technology, is based on an opposite principle than the previous methods. This approach involves the formation of the inorganic
filler in an aqueous solution or gel containing the polymer and the filler building
blocks [1, 36]. The polymer serves as a nucleating agent and promotes the growth
of the inorganic filler crystals. As those crystals grow, the polymer is trapped within
the layers and thus forms the nanocomposite. It is mainly used for the synthesis
of double-layer hydroxide-based nanocomposite and is muchless developed for the
synthesis of layered silicates. This is because of the high temperature used during
synthesis that degrades the polymer and the resulting aggregation tendency of the
growing inorganic crystals [3, 5]. Therefore, this process is not commonly used.
• Exfoliation adsorption, also called polymer, intercalation from solution, is based on
a solvent in which the polymer or prepolymer is soluble. The layered silicate, for
instance, is first swollen and dispersed in solvent before mixing it with the polymer solution. The polymer chains then intercalate and displace the solvent within
the silicate interlayers. Eventually, on removal of the solvent, a multilayer structure is formed as the sheets reassemble trapping the polymer chains. This approach
is widely used for water-soluble polymers to produce intercalated nanocomposites
based on polymers with low or no polarity such as poly (vinyl alcohol), poly (ethylene oxide), poly (vinylpyrrolidone), or poly (acrylic acid).

14
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• In situ polymerization involves the swelling of the filler in liquid monomer or
monomer solution as the low-molecular-weight monomer seeps in between the interlayers causing the swelling [5]. Polymerization starts either using heat, radiation,
initiator diffusion, or by organic initiator or catalyst fixed through cationic exchange.
The monomers then polymerize in between the interlayers forming intercalated or exfoliated nanocomposites. The advantage of this approach lies in the better exfoliation
achieved compared to melt and exfoliation adsorption methods.
Polymer Matrices
Thermoplastic and thermosetting resins and elastomers are used as polymer nanocomposites. Thermoplastic resibs are made up of long chains. When heated they soften.
Examples are PS, PVC, PP, PC, PPO, PMMA, PE, PA, PAN etc.
Thermosetting resins consist of crosslinked chains forming a resin with a 3-D structure
which does not melt. Examples are phenolic, epoxy, and aminos Elastomers are elastic
or rubberlike. Examples are PI, natural and synthetic rubber, SBR etc.
Nanofillers
The following nanofillers are used as reinforcements in polymer nanocomposites:
• Montmorillonite organoclays (MMT).
• Carbon nanofibers (CNFs).
• Carbon nanotubes (CNTs)
• Metallic nanoparticles
• Others.
Properties of Nanocomposites
Nanocomposites can dramatically improve properties like:
15
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• Mechanical properties including strength, and modulus
• Physical properties such as dimensional stability
• Electrical conductivity
• Decreased gas, water and hydrocarbon permeability
• Flame retardancy
• Thermal stability
• Chemical resistance
• Surface appearance, and optical clarity
How do Nanocomposites Work?
Nanocomposites have an extremely high surface to volume ratio which dramatically
changes their properties when compared with their bulk sized equivalents. This characteristic also changes the way in which the nanoparticles bond with the bulk material.
The result is that the composite can be many times improved with respect to the component parts. Some nanocomposite materials have been shown to be 1000 times tougher
than the bulk component materials.
Applications of Nanocomposites
Nanocomposites are currently being used in a number of fields and new applications are
being continuously developed. Applications for nanocomposites include:
• Electro catalyst in batteries for energy saving.
• Lightweight materials for less fuel consumption.
• In artificial joints: economically beneficial carbon nanotubes, the most widely speaking nanomaterial, can be made as nanocomposite fibers and used.

16
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• Abrasion and wear applications.
• Marine application.
• Food packaging.
• Fuel tanks.
• Films.
• Environmental protection.
• Flammability reaction.
• Erosion and corrosion applications.
• Thin-film capacitors for computer chips.
• Solid polymer electrolytes for batteries.
• Automotive engine parts and fuel tanks.
• Impellers and blades.
• Oxygen and gas barriers.
Conclusions
• Polymer nanocomposites will soon generate smart membranes, new catalysts and
sensors, new generation of photovoltaic and fuel cells, smart microelectronic, microoptical and photonic components and systems, or intelligent therapeutic vectors that
combine targeting, imaging, therapy and controlled release properties.
• The real potential of these materials will remain untapped, however, until the
nanoscale mechanisms responsible for macroscopic properties are unveiled and are
further exploited to make radically new materials. Nanocomposites are upcoming
materials which show the great changes in all the industrial fields and it is also going
to be an economical barrier for developing countries as a tool of nanotechnology
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RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF PRESSURE
SENSITIVE ADHESIVE
Shweta Jain

Abstract
Understanding the properties of Pressure Sensitive Adhesives (PSA) is always an area
of interest because of its nature and application. A PSA is defined as a polymeric material that instantaneously adheres to a variety of surfaces in short contact time and with
low contact pressure without any phase transition or chemical reaction due to its specific
viscoelastic properties. The effectiveness of PSAs is govern by its mechanical properties
which are described by tack, shear resistance and peel strength and are strongly dependent
on the bulk viscoelastic properties of adhesive system. These properties can be analyzed
by observing the rheological behavior of PSAs.
The purpose of article is to give brief understanding of PSAs especially acrylic based and
its characterization tool i.e. Rheology. PSAs properties are sensitive to both Time and
Temperature hence Time Temperature superposition principle (TTS) is used to analyze
its properties.
Keywords: Pressure Sensitive Adhesive, Shear Resistance, Peel Strength, Tack, Rheology, TTS
General Introduction
The word adhesive describes any material that is used to bond two surfaces together. The
adhesives are basically characterized by its chemical and mechanical properties. These
properties are conflicting in nature like it should stick to the substrate surface easily and
at the same time it should remove easily. Despite of interest in understanding these adhe19
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sive properties; the underlying chemistry and physics possess challenges and also there
is no standard experimental procedure developed to understand. Hence, Rheology as a
characterization tool offers a great advantage to analyze its nature.
Pressure Sensitive Adhesive (PSA)
A PSA is a viscoelastic material that allows an instantaneous adhesion to the surfaces
in short contact time and low contact pressure without any phase transition or chemical
reaction. These are materials with flow properties (i.e. debonding process). For short contact times, the only interface forces active in PSA adhesion are Van der Waals force [2].
Major materials used in PSA formulation are natural rubber, petroleum-based styrenebutadienestyrene (SBS), poly isobutylene (PIB), nitrile rubber (NBR), polyurethanes, and
polyacrylates.
Acrylic based PSA are widely used as they offer good stability over a wide range of temperature, high flexibility and good resistance towards degradation. Also, they are inherently tacky, colorless polymers that are resistant to oxidation and the attendant problems
of discoloration and loss of tack upon aging. In addition, they are amenable to crosslinking via a range of chemical reactions to produce an excellent balance of properties
tailored to the particular requirements of numerous applications [1]. Selection of adhesives becomes a balancing act of trading off several material properties according to the
priorities of the particular application.
Rheology
Rheology is the study of deformation and flow of matter. It includes the study of the
flow of complex fluids such as polymers, pastes, suspension, and foods. The fluids can
be classified as Newtonian fluid and Non-Newtonian fluid. The response of material on
the application of stress will depend on its nature i.e. elastic, viscous or viscoelastic as
shown in fig 1.
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Figure 1: Response of material against force

In viscoelastic material they offer both elastic and viscous behavior. The dynamic modulus G (ω) =Shear Stress/Shear Strain is independent of shear amplitude. G (ω) can be
separated into G0 (ω)-Elastic Modulus or Storage modulus and G00 (ω) - Viscous modulus
or Loss modulus. The ratio of both is Tan (δ ) where δ is the phase angle between them.
At low rates of deformation and low frequency indicates bond formation in PSA which
relates to the shear resistance. While at high rates of deformation and high frequency
indicates debonding behavior which relates to peel strength and tack. As the contact time
increases; higher shear resistance and peel strength is obtained. [3]
Table 1: Viscoelastic Properties Related to PSA Characteristics
Tack

Low tanδ peak and Low G0
Low cross links (G00 > G0 ) @ ∼ 1 Hz
High tack

Shear Resistance

High G0 modulus @ low frequencies < 0.1 Hz
High Viscosity at low shear rates
High shear resistance

Peel strength

High G00 @ higher frequencies ( >100 Hz)
High peel strength

Cohesive Strength

High G0 and low tan δ
High cohesive strength (Bulk property)

Adhesive Strength

High G00 and high tan δ
High adhesion strength with surface

There are basically three mechanical properties which characterized PSA i.e. tack, shear
resistance and peel strength. These properties are directly related to PSAs response
21
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to the application of stress and can be measured using rheology.

In Table 1, the

interrelation between the properties and mechanical parameter obtain from rheological
characterization are stated. Rheological behaviors are strongly influenced by the material
structure and the interfacial characteristics.
The principle of Rheometer as shown in Fig 2 is to apply small amplitude of oscillation
or torque to sample and obtain the value of stress and convert the angular frequency
or velocity to shear rate. Hence, the ratio of stress to shear rate gives the value of viscosity.

Time Temperature Superposition Principle (TTS)
TTS is a tool that relates material properties over broad range of time and temperature.
A material to which this technique is applicable is called thermorheologically simple.
It helps in overcoming the difficulty of extrapolating limited laboratory test at shorter
times to longer time scale. Using this tool in rheology data obtained from oscillation
experiment can help in predicting the behavior of PSA over broad range of frequency by
shifting the resultant data to a reference temperature. The master curve can be generated
using WLF model which is related to the macroscopic motion of the bulk material and
Arrhenius Model which considers the local motion of polymer chains.
When discussing master curves, one should remember that at the ends of the extended
frequency ranges, the level of tolerance or the significance of the mathematically
determined data is reduced in comparison to actually measured data. [4]
Basically TTS uses the following principle
The process involved in molecular relaxation or arrangements in viscoelastic material occur at accelerated rates at higher temperature.
There is a direct equivalency between time the stress is applied (frequency) and temperature that the polymer behavior at higher temperature and smaller time scale will be the
same.
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Assumptions behind time-temperature superposition principle:
The material does not undergo any chemical or physical changes as a result of the temperature change.
There is no phase transition as a result of change in temperature. There is no heterogeneity in the sample.
Applicable in linear viscoelastic regime only
Summary
Pressure Sensitive Adhesives are viscoelastic polymer system hence rheology helps to
understand both its elastic as well as viscous nature. The rheological behavior of pressure
sensitive adhesives can be successfully correlated using Time-Temperature Superposition
(TTS) technique. The TTS technique helps to predict the material behavior over wide
range of temperature and time scale. Since it involve single test it results in time and cost
saving for end user.
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Outlook and Future of Marine Bio fouling
Paints
Preethi
M.Tech (Research), I year

A powerful naval force and merchant fleet are needed to be established to protect and
cater to meet the various needs of Ships and sea based installations from the aggressive
marine environments such as corrosive salts, dry winds, microorganisms, hydrostatic
pressure.
The Rust /corrosion has knocked down the bridges, and Ships rendering the ships unfit
for service counterattacking the iron from which the ships are built. The naval forces
have immobilized Marine grade paints and humidity sensors.
The Rust slows down the container ships before stopping them completely. The Naval
advisory board tested anticorrosive paint system because the rust was plaguing the navy.
Todays paint self heal, or can be applied underwater or change the colour when exposed
to rust. Rust is posing the number one threat to the most powerful navy on earth which is
25
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losing the Fight. Thanks to better design , improved primers and paints, and tests in salt
mist facilities got a handle on corrosion more or less around Y2K.
The exploration of rust , and the incredible length to combat it, is narrative nonfiction
and very best- a fascinating and important subject, delivered with energy and wit.

Fouling organisms
Marine Bio fouling Paints
The Marine paint system in addition to problems of corrosion , undergoes fouling of
ship with marine organism which has necessitated the development of Antifouling /Bio
fouling paints.
Apart from the Anticorrosive paints engineering modification in the paint system to
bio-mimic naturally occurring Lotus-effect with the contact angles have been formulated.
Fouling represents the major disaster in the naval industry and exacerbates fuel drain,
drag resistance, maintenance cost posing the negative effects on the environment. Hence
superior criteria to be included while formulating Marine paint system are Economic
Marine savings, non-toxic, improvement in the desirable self cleaning surfaces with the
durability characteristics, extremely smooth topology ,low micro roughness.
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Process of Marine Bio fouling
Marine fouling and its prevention reported that nearly 2000 species has been identified
on fouled structures and later it has been increased to 4000 species. Anti-fouling paint is
a special coating that is applied to the hull and propellers of a marine craft. The coating
is used to slow down the growth of marine organisms such as barnacles, slime, algae and
mossy weed.
According to most of the common fouling forms that are unable to withstand salinities,
are hard fouling (Barnacles) and soft organisms ( grass and algae). Thus an effective
coating used to prevent bio fouling are of two types. a. Those which prevents a smoothly
surface to which marine life cannot adhere. b. Those which contain one or more biocide
and which discourages the settlement and growth of micro organisms.
Biofouling
The attack of bottom of ships from marine organisms is as old as history of shipping.
When the bottom of ships are attached by noticeable growth of marine plants and animals,
it is said to be fouled . This results in bio corrosion. Hence the effective coating must be
continuously applied to protect the hull from against bio fouling.
Effects of bio fouling
Bio fouling concentration may be so high at times that they are visible in daytime to
naked eye and at night the luminous nature of many organisms create phosphorescence.
Fouling can cause the following damage to ships and submarine.
a) Increase in surface roughness and drag.
b) Reduction in speed
c) Increased Fuel consumption.
d) Damages underwater coating and promote corrosion.
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e) Fouling is not only unsightly but a deterrent to submarine camouflage.
The bio fouling is most commonly prevented by the formulation of the use of Antifouling
paints or coatings. Antifouling paints are protective system that inhibits the growth of
fouling organisms by a constant, controlled release of biocides into the laminar layers
around the vessels. This is the final coating applied over the anticorrosive paint and
contains the toxins(poisons) which prevents the attachment of marine paints and animals
by being repellent to Targeted species such as barnacles, Tubeworms. These cause no
harm to untargeted fish, mammals. Anti bio fouling paint research will therefore strongly
benefit from correct u.

Market for Marine paints
The size of the marine paint sector of coating formulation principles to fully evaluate the
potential of new concept paint sector is about 10% in the paint industry. The biggest Consumer of marine paints is the Indian Navy. Indian Navy is approximately spending about
Rs.200 to 300 million on painting alone to maintain its fleet. Hence marine paint sector
constitutes about 10% of paint industry. Research projects involving an important investment in time and resources could upgrade from promising ideas to promising products to
combat with the longest war with the rust or corrosion.
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Self-healing in electrically conductive shape
memory polymer composites
Sridhar Sashank P
IV year B.Tech
This summer, I served as a research assistant at the Nanyang Technological University,
Singapore in the School of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. As part of the NTU
India-Connect Research Internship Program, I worked on fabricating electrically
conductive polymer composites that possess shape memory properties and are capable
of self-healing. Shape memory polymers are smart materials that can recover their shape
on application of an external stimulus. This stimulus can be heat, light, moisture etc.
The phenomenon of shape recovery to the original shape of a material in the presence of
a suitable stimulus is known as the shape memory effect (SME) Polymers that respond
to heat as a stimulus are called thermo-responsive Shape Memory Polymers (SMP). The
heat that is needed for shape recovery can be obtained from an external source or can be
intrinsically generated.
My project comprised generating this heat input intrinsically, by utilizing the
phenomenon of Joule heating to actuate electric current passed through the material.
Therefore, the SMP had to be made electrically conductive for effective joule heating, to
produce sufficient heat and temperature rise to activate shape change, similar to the
equivalent process in shape memory alloys (SMA). A polymer composite material was
fabricated with additions of conductive fillers to create a chain like network of filler
molecules. This network serves as a pathway for flow of electric current to obtain
maximum actuation to produce heat. This conductive chain network can be programmed
for self-healing by magnetically controlling chain direction to ensure reusability after
repeated cyclic actuation. This approach can be used not only in SMPs, but also for
29
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other conductive polymers. By varying filler concentrations, the composite sample can
be optimized to achieve maximum conductivity. The conductivity must also translate
into sufficient temperature rise to initiate shape recovery in a fast enough period of time.
The internal resistive joule heating method by electricity, as compared with direct
external-heating, has many advantages such as uniform heating and convenience due to
remote controllability. This form of electricity triggered SME is particularly used where
direct heating is not possible and thus lends itself to fascinating applications such as in
self deployable aerospace structures, implantable bio-medical devices, actuators and
sensors. Since the system can be easily repaired for continued use in actuators, it bears
immense potential applications.
Exposure to state of the art facilities and world class researchers mentoring me in a truly
interdisciplinary environment nurtured my passion for utility driven materials research
further.

The research atmosphere at NTU is vibrant and the lush green campus affords students a
pristine environment to innovate and ideate in the midst of a bustling mega-city that is
Singapore.
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ELECTRO SLAG STRIP CLADDING
Shaurya Seth, 16MT33
B.Tech 2nd Year

Electro Slag Strip Cladding process short for ESSC is the most widely used cladding
process manifesting the protection of metal parts from atmospheric conditions depending
upon their application.
The principle used behind ESSC is Joules law of heating. The heat is produced by
the electrical resistance heating due to welding current flowing through the conductive
molten slag. Hence we use a slag which acquires electrical conductivity in its molten
form usually consisting of majority Calcium Fluoride.
The process works in the following manner starting from the metal strip being oriented
properly to it being deposited on the base metal. The strip to be deposited is usually
stainless steel. The flux is fed by the hopper and used to protect the exposed base metal
from atmospheric corrosion by enveloping it. A high electric current is passed by the
metal strip which produces an arc or prolonged spark at the tip of the electrode and
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hence melts both the flux and the electrode. The flux now has been converted to an
electro-conductive molten slag . The melting process makes a gap between the electrode
(metal strip) and base metal. The current produces electrical resistance, due to which
slag gets heated up to 2300 C, melting both the electrode and base metal. Since the
electrode is denser than the molten slag, it sinks to the bottom and adheres to the base
metal. The arc is extinguished at the end of the process as the current is passed on to the
ground implying infinite arc resistance and hence zero current density. Slag reverts back
to its original form and becomes non-conductive.
This process has many advantages which includes less penetration level of the strip to
base metal, high aggregate productivity , problem free operation , simple machinery and
is cost effective.
A process is performed and utilised for a number of applications, same is the case with
the aforementioned process. ESSC process is used in welding the subsequent alloys-Low
carbon and medium carbon steels, High strength structural steels , High strength alloy
steels such as stainless steel and nickel alloys, upper ship decks, Longitudinal welds in
cylindrical pressure vessels, Shells for blast furnaces and basic oxygen furnaces.

A schematic of ESSC process
In conclusion, ESSC process is a safe process and requires skilled labour. It is highly
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efficient for heat exchangers, pressure vessels and spacecraft which can easily undergo
corrosion.
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Computational Modelling of Microstructure
Formation
Poorvi (15MT28)
Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, NITK Surathkal
Summer Internship Report under the guidance of Prof. T.A. Abinandanan
Department of Materials Engineering, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore

Introduction
We have used a phase field model to study spinodal decomposition in binary alloys. The
focus is on the implementation of the negative diffusion case and solving Cahn-Hilliard
Equation in both one dimension and two dimensions. However, to get familiar with numerical methods concerning these implementations, positive diffusion is implemented
first.
Numerical Methods for solving the Diffusion Equation
The diffusion equation is a partial differential equation used for describing simple concentration gradient as a function of space and time. The classical diffusion equation in
one dimension is in the form of
∂C
∂ 2C
= D( 2 )
(1)
∂t
∂x
where C is the concentration, t is time, D is Diffusivity and x is distance.
The diffusivity D is chosen to be D = 1 for convenience. This equation is numerically
discretized with Euler discretization schemes explicity and implicitly, along with appropriate initial and boundary conditions. All numerical schemes are implemented in C and
the numerical results are plotted using gnuplot.
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The Explicit method of Euler Forward Difference in 1D

We solve the diffusion equation explicitly and see the evolution of concentration profile
with time for various boundary conditions. We discretize 1D spatial domain into N small
finite spans. i = 1, 2, . . . , N . Every next step is calculated using only the information of
previous time step.
Using the Euler forward discretization scheme for time and the central difference for
space the equation 1 becomes,
t
t
Cn−1
− 2Cnt +Cn+1
Cnt+∆t −Cnt
= D(
)
∆t
∆x2

(2)

The Stability Condition : 2D∆t
6 1. According to this condition, the choice of ∆t depends
∆x2
on the square of the ∆x. Choosing the maximum possible ∆t for small ∆x will yield us
most accurate results in minimum number of iterations.
The Implicit Method

We use Euler Backward Difference discretization scheme for time and the central difference for space. Equation 1 becomes,
t+∆t
t+∆t
Cn−1
− 2Cnt+∆t +Cn+1
Cnt+∆t −Cnt
= D(
)
∆t
∆x2

(3)

Re-arranging equation 3,
t+∆t
t+∆t
Cnt = −αCn−1
+ (1 + 2α)Cnt+∆t − αCn+1
∆t
where α = D ∆x
2

We write this equation as a system of simultaneous linear equations in the form of Ax = B.
We obtain a tridiagonal matrix system. We used Thomas Algorithm to solve equation 4
iteratively.

  t+∆t  

t
C
C
1
1
 1 + 2α −α
 Ct+∆t   Ct 
 −α 1 + 2α −α
 2   2 

  ..   .. 

 .   . 


(4)
=



 


  t+∆t   t 

 C
 CN−1 
−α
1
+
2α
−α
N−1


CNt
CNt+∆t
−α 1 + 2α
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Results

(a) Initial condition: c(x, 0) = 0
Boundary conditions
c(0,t) = 1 and c(L,t) = 0.5

(b) Initial condition: c(x, 0) = 0
Boundary conditions
c(0,t) = 1 and ( ∂∂ xc )x=L = 0

(c) Initial condition
c(x, 0) = 1 for x = 0 to 0.24, x = 0.75 to 1.0
c(x, 0) = 0 for x = 0.25 to x = 0.74

(d) Initial condition: c(x, 0) = 0
Boundary conditions
c(0,t) = 1 and c(L,t) = 0.5

1
and ∆t = 5x10−5 for (a) Dirichlet Boundary conditions, (b) Dirichlet BC at x=0
Figure 2: Concentration profiles with ∆x = 100
and Neumann BC at x=L, (c) Periodic Boundary Conditions, (d) Dirichlet BC solved implicitly with ∆t = 0.005

We see that the compositional changes will get evened out and the system becomes homogenized as the progress of time and attains a steady state condition (a straight line
profile). The implicit scheme makes large timesteps possible. The plot in figure 2d is
identical to the plot in figure 2a, but the used time step in this scheme dt = 0.005 which is
larger by a factor of 100. Using this scheme, dt can be chosen as large as desired, but the
accuracy decreases significantly. Both discretization schemes have same results for fine
choice of dx and dt. The advantage of implicit scheme is that the timestep can be chosen
a lot larger as it is unconditionally stable. The timestep is bounded, since larger timestep
leads to inaccuracies and loss of desired data. A disadvantage is that, it is slightly harder
to implement the implicit scheme as it involves matrix inversion operation.
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Modeling the Cahn-Hilliard Equation

Cahn-Hilliard Equation (equation 5) is also called non-classical diffusion equation.
JohnW.Cahn and JohnE.Hilliard derived the model to describe phase separation of liquid metal alloys as they coarsened due to cooling.
∂C
∂2 0
∂ 2C
= M 2 [ f (C) − 2K 2 ]
∂t
∂x
∂x

(5)

where
f (C) = AC2 (1 −C)2
f 0 (C) = A[2C(1 −C)(1 − 2C)]
M, K and A are all constants and for our convenience, they are chosen to be equal to 1.
Euler forward discretization scheme is applied to one dimensional Cahn-Hilliard Equation. The discretization involves central difference schemes for the second and fourth
order spatial derivatives. Periodic boundary conditions are applied and a step function is
chosen to be an initial condition.
t
t
t
t
t
t
+Cn+2
]
)
[Cn−2
− 4Cn−1
+ 6Cnt − 4Cn+1
f 0 (Cn−1
) − 2 f 0 (Cnt ) + f 0 (Cn+1
Cnt+∆t −Cnt
−2KM
=M
∆t
(∆x)2
(∆x)4
(6)

Figure 3: Cahn-Hilliard Equation implementation with Euler discretization scheme explicit

The plot converges to a steady state solution with time. Cahn-Hilliard equation models
the evolution of the concentration field in binary alloy. It is one of the leading models
for the study of spinodal decomposition. When a homogeneous molten binary alloy is
rapidly cooled, the resulting solid is usually found to be not homogeneous, but instead has
a fine grained structure consisting of two materials. Over time, the fine grain structure
coarsens as larger particles grows at the expense of smaller particles, which dissolve.
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The development of a fine grained structure from a homogeneous state is referred to as
spinodal decomposition.
Spinodal Decomposition in Binary alloys: 2D Simulation
Our primary aim is to study spinodal decomposition in binary alloys. This includes the
microstructural evolution during the process, the kinetics of the process as well as particle size distributions. We have used the classical Cahn-Hilliard Model to study the
microstructural evolution.
Simulations have been carried out in 2D with alloy composition of co = 0.4, 0.5 on a
system size of 512 x 512 for 5000secs. All numerical schemes are implemented in C or
octave and graphs are plotted using gnuplot. Various statistical analysis is done which
includes finding the particle size distribution, standard deviation which develop in the
system during the process.
Microstructural Evolution

We report microstuctures corresponding to the initial configuration and at different time
intervals for both alloy compositions co = 0.4 and co = 0.5. See Figure 4 and 5. All of
them are microstructures of the system size 512 x 512.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4: Microstructural evolution with time for co = 0.4. (a) Initial configuration, (b) t=1500, (c) t=3000, (d) t=5000

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Microstructural evolution with time for co = 0.5. (a) Initial, (b) t=500, (c) t=2500, (d) t=5000
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Kinetics

The volume fraction, the number density of particles, the average particle size and their
variation with time are analysed. The standard deviation is also computed and the curve
is plotted to show the extent of variation of the individual particle radius as compared to
average radius.
See Figure 6 for Volume fraction vs Time curve. The volume fraction of precipitates
increases from initial value to the overall alloy composition i.e, 0.4 asymptotically. (Volume fraction is basically area fraction in two dimensional simulations). We calculated
the number density of particles and their sizes at each time using depth first search
algorithm and also by using Hoshen-Kopelman Algorithm.

See Figure 7 for R3 vs time curve.
We can say that the average particle
size (R̄) obeys temporal power law
(R̄3 ∝ T ).
We know that the volume fraction remains constant during
the process.
Using this condition,
we can derive a relation between
the number density of particles with
time. See Figure 8 for N −3/2 vs time
curve.
We get N −3/2 ∝ T

Figure 6: Variation of Volume Fraction(v f ) with Time

See Figure 9 for variation of standard deviation with time. Initially it starts with a
value close to zero since all particles have same radii, but increases sharply in the growth
region. The standard deviation of particle size as a function of time was reported to be
0.306 ± 0.007.
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Figure 7: Kinetics (R3 vs Time) for (a) co = 0.4, (b) co = 0.5

Figure 8: Variation of N −3/2 with time where N=Number Density of Particles

Figure 9: Standard Deviation vs Time Curve for co = 0.4

Particle Size Distribution

See Figure 10 for scaled particle size distributions at two different times. This illustrates
the time invariant nature of the curve. The scaled particle size distributions for a bin size
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of 0.1 at two different times : 3500 and 5000 are reported.

Figure 10: Scaled Particle Size Distribution at t=3500 and t=5000 for co = 0.4

Conclusions
The spinodal decomposition in binary alloys in a system size as large as 512 x 512 in
2D was studied. The micro-structural evolution was tracked and analyzed using the average size of particles, their number density (N) and scaled size distributions. The system
evolves towards a scaling regime in which the scaled size distribution is independent of
time and the average particle size obeys the temporal power law (R̄3 ∝ T ).
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Carbon-Carbon Composites
Anilas1 , A. O. Surendranathan2 .
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M. Tech. (ML); 2 Professor

Carbon
Element ”carbon” itself is a very unique material, around which a whole branch of science has developed. Having an atomic weight of 12 and being the sixth element in the
periodic table, three isotopes of carbon exist, namely C12 , C13 , C14 . Of these three isotopes, 99% of naturally occurring carbon is C12 . Because of its magnetic moment, C13 is
used in nuclear magnetic resonance studies and C14 is radioactive.
The versatility of the element has proved itself to be the ”material of the future”. Carbon
exhibits different properties in different forms extremely hard like diamond and equally
soft like graphite. It can take forms from crystalline graphite to amorphous or glassy
carbon. Ultra high temperature properties and light weightiness add advantage to its
application while failures at lower strains, thermal shock sensitivity, anisotropy and processing difficulties limit the application in structures. This saw the birth of carboncarbon
composites, properties of which are a combination of the properties of its constituents.
Carbon exists in different forms, namely, pitch, coke, coal, carbon fibre, deposited carbons, charcoal and carbon black, of which carbon fibre, pitch and coke are of our concern
as they form the constituents of carbon-carbon composites.
Pitch
Pitch is a carbonaceous material derived from organic precursors by relatively low temperature processes below 400◦ C such as distillation. Most pitches melt on heating to
form an isotropic fluid, and heating above 375 - 400◦ C results in the alignment of lamel42
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lar molecules to form liquid crystals. Pitch is used as one of the matrix materials in the
fabrication of carbon carbon composites.
Coke
Coke is a highly ordered carbonaceous product of pyrolysis of organic materials. Various
types of cokes can be defined. Green coke is the primary solid carbonaceous product obtained from boiling carbon below 600◦ C. Calcined coke is petroleum or coal-tar derived
pitch coke, obtained by heat treatment of green coke at 1275◦ C. Petroleum coke is the
carbonization product of petroleum pitch. Coal tar pitch coke is the solid carbonization
product of coal tar pitch. Metallurgical coke is obtained by the carbonization of coal at
1100◦ C. Coke is also used as one of the matrix materials in the fabrication of carbon
carbon composites.
Carbon fibre
Carbon fibres are filaments consisting of non-graphitic carbon produced by the carbonization of synthetic or natural organic fibres or of fibres spun from organic precursors such
as resins and pitches. There are three types of carbon fibres - those based on PAN (polyacrylonitrile), rayon and mesophase pitch. Carbon fibres are predominantly used as the
reinforcements in the fabrication of carbon carbon composites, and they impart excellent
mechanical properties to the composite.
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Composites

Figure 11: Exploded view of a laminar composite

Composites may be defined as the materials in which two or more constituents, primarily matrix and reinforcements, have been brought together to produce a new material
with properties different from that of the constituents. The constituents may be mixed
chemically or physically to form respective composites with the desired property. The
interface between the constituents determines the nature and properties of the composite.
Strength of composites is governed by the reinforcements and adhesion forces between
reinforcement and matrix, which can be chemical, physical or a combination of the two.
Carbon composites
When the matrix/reinforcement is carbon or carbonaceous, they are called carbon composites. Majority of the carbon composites fall into the category of particulate filled composite, in which a carbon filler is bonded with liquid/semisolid organic precursor. This
is then shaped, carbonized and graphitized to required temperatures to get the composite.
The filler phase may be graphitizable coke and the resin phase may be phenolic or pitch.
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Carbon carbon composites
Because of the limitations and inferior properties like brittleness, flaw sensitivity,
anisotropy and fabrication difficulties of particulate composites, advances were made to
develop carbon fiber reinforced carbon matrix composites, or in short carbon carbon
composites. This consists of carbon fibres embedded in a carbonaceous matrix. The
motive to fabricate this class of composites is to combine the advantages of fibrereinforced composites such as high specific strength, stiffness and in-plane toughness
with refractory properties like retention of mechanical properties at extremely high
temperatures of the order of 3000 oC. This has resulted in the exploitation of carbon
carbon composites as structural materials in space vehicles, heat shields, rocket nozzles
and aircraft brakes. Properties like biocompatibility and chemical inertness have led
to new applications in medicine industry. Thus carbon carbon composites claim to
represent the ultimate development of carbon science.
Carbon fibres may be combined in a wide variety of forms; woven, knitted, braided and
filament wound, to provide 1, 2 and multidirectional reinforced composites. The matrix
can be a vapor deposited carbon, glassy carbon or coke. Also, the degree and extent of
graphitization may be varied considerably, imparting a wide range of thermo-chemical
properties of composites. Carbon composites are thus an area where a lot of combinations
and modifications are yet to be realized and evaluated.
High costs in the fabrication processes have restricted the abundant use of carbon
carbon composites.

And of this reason, there is always a greater opportunity for

researchers to develop new fabrication techniques which will effectively reduce the
cost of fabrication without compromising the extra brilliant properties of this class of
composites.
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Conventional methods for fabrication of carbon carbon composites
A wide variety of techniques for the fabrication of carbon carbon composites are available today, out of which the techniques developed first are considered to be conventional
techniques, as the so called theory of fabrication of carbon carbon composites beats
around them. A lot of modifications and improvements have been done on these conventional methods which have earned positive results too.
In the conventional fabrication processes, carbon fibres based on rayon/PAN/pitch in the
form of 1, 2 and multi-directional preforms are used as the primary carbon. To fill the
interstices between the fibres there are two routes
• Gas phase route using chemical vapour deposition (CVD) process
• Liquid phase route using thermosetting pitch or resin
Thermal decomposition of volatile hydrocarbons like methane, propane, benzene etc
takes place on the heated surface of carbon fibres and deposition of carbon takes place.
This technique of depositing carbon on to dry fibre perform pyrolitically is referred to as
chemical vapour infiltration/deposition. Liquid phase impregnation is done with liquid
impregnates like coal tar/petroleum pitches and high char yielding thermosetting resins.
Carbon carbon composite fabrication may involve multiple impregnations for appreciable density, followed by hot isostatic pressing at temperatures of the order of 750◦ C and
100 MPa pressure. This is followed by carbonization around 1000◦ C and graphitization
above 2000◦ C. A few modifications to the conventional liquid phase impregnation are as
follows:
• Before liquid impregnation, fibres can be pre-impregnated with resin or pitch and
carbonized at 350-800◦ C and 100MPa pressure. Liquid phase impregnation (LPI) in
vacuum adds more pitch and resin, which will increase the density and inter-laminar
shear strength. Graphitization at 2200-3000◦ C opens up the closed pores and a further impregnation will lead to higher density.
• Hot isostatic pressure impregnation carbonization (HIPIC) is yet another develop46
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ment in this area, in which a high pressure of 100MPa is applied while carbonization
and impregnation at 650-1000◦ C. This increases the carbon yield and maintains more
volatile fractions of pitch in a condensed phase. It is then graphitized at temperatures
more than 2000◦ C without pressure. This yields carbon carbon composites with
higher density.
• Hot pressing is yet another advancement, where carbonization at 650-1000◦ C and
76MPa in an inert, reducing or vacuum atmosphere, is followed by graphitization at
2200-3000◦ C without pressure.

Figure 12: Modifications in conventional fabrication techniques

Preformed yarn (PY) method
As discussed earlier, modifications and advancements to the conventional methods of
fabrication of carbon carbon composites have earned positive results. One such latest
technique is the preformed yarn (PY) method which has proved effective in providing
carbon carbon composites with an appreciable density of 1.7g/cc, improved flexural
strength, modulus and toughness by a factor of 1.3.
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Unlike in conventional manufacturing methods like impregnation and CVD (chemical vapour deposition), a preformed yarn (PY) of 3 to 4mm diameter and 200 to
1000mm in length is prepared in the PY method. PY has PAN-based carbon fibre as the
reinforcement, coke powder and petroleum mesophase pitch (binder) as matrix precursor
and polypropylene beads as the polymer that coats the carbon fibre and matrix precursor.
A PY block is to be made by uni-directionally aligning the PY sheets, which are prepared
by the piling up of chopped PYs. Hot pressing of the PY block in a metal mould is to be
carried out at 600◦ C (10◦ C/min) which is to be then subjected to carbonization at 800◦ C
and graphitization at 2000◦ C to form the final carbon carbon composite. PY method is
considered to be a breakthrough in the fabrication of carbon carbon composites as it
involves cheaper processing methods than in conventional fabrication techniques. The
developers claim it to be the cheapest fabrication method available today. A lot many
modifications are still possible on this, and so researchers are working on it.

Figure 13: PY Method
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Properties
Carbon carbon composites stand superior to many materials available today in terms of
the impeccable mechanical properties they posses. They are ceramic in nature but exhibit
brittle to pseudo plastic behaviour. Carbon fibre reinforcements in carbonaceous matrix
materials combine the advantages of both the reinforcement (high specific strength and
stiffness), and the matrix (the refractory properties). The total properties are:
• Thermal stability - thermally stable and do not melt up to temperatures of the order
of 3000◦ C.
• High thermal conductivity and low thermal expansion
• High resistance to thermal shock
• Good frictional properties at temperatures of the order of 30000C, low wear
• High fracture toughness
All the above-mentioned properties make carbon carbon composites the best applicable
in high temperature applications like re-entry nose tips, leading edge material for space
shuttle wings, rocket nozzles, and thrust vectoring nozzles, disc brakes of aircrafts and
high performance vehicles and high performance turbo jet engines. Carbon carbon
composites also find application in glass industry, furnace and semi conductor industry as
well as for preventing corrosion in chemical plants, high temperature crucibles, fasteners,
load bearing plates, rods and heating elements.
Researchers have found and proved improvements to the mechanical properties
this class possesses. Some methods to improve mechanical properties of carbon fibre
composites fabricated by different techniques are as follows
• Application of temperature tensile strength is improved by the application of temperature.
• Densification - by repeating/increasing the process cycles or by increasing the extent
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of carbonization and graphitisation or by both, the tensile strength, Youngs modulus
and shear strength are improved.
• Microwave curing fracture toughness is improved
• Carbonization and graphitisation by improving the extend of carbonization and
graphitization, the density and fracture toughness are improved.
• Fibre sizing/coating - fracture toughness is improved
• Different reinforcements flexural strength, tensile strength, fracture toughness and
thermal shock resistance are improved by using carbon nano tubes and carbon nano
fibres, carbon fibre felt and PAN carbon fibre felt as reinforcements
• Ultra-high temperature ceramic coating - oxidation and ablation resistance at high
temperatures are improved.
Applications
Carbon carbon composites have gained popularity (despite their generally high cost) in
high-performance products that need to be lightweight, yet strong enough to take harsh
loading conditions such as aerospace components (tails, wings, propellers) and racing car
bodies and brakes(fig 11). Carbon carbon composite is a key material in today’s launch
vehicles(fig 9) and heat shields(fig 8) for the re-entry phase(fig 6) of spacecrafts. It is
widely used in solar panel substrates, antenna reflectors and yokes of spacecraft. It is also
used in payload adapters, inter-stage structures and heat shields of launch vehicles. In fact
scientists have made up their minds not to repeat another columbia space shuttle disaster.
Furthermore, disk brake systems of airplanes(fig 10) and racing cars are using carbon
- carbon composites, and the composite material with carbon fibres and silicon carbide
matrix has been introduced in luxury vehicles and sports cars. The Boeing 787 (fig 5) and
Airbus A350 (fig 4) structures including the wings and fuselage are composed largely of
composites, mainly, carbon carbon composites. Carbon carbon composites materials are
also becoming more common in the realm of medicine like orthopedic surgery.
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Figure 14: Airbus A350

Figure 15: Boeing 787

Figure 16: Re-entry nose tip of spacecraft
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Figure 17: Missile nose cone

Figure 18: Heat shield of launch vehicle

Figure 19: Nose of space shuttle
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Figure 20: Aircraft brake

Figure 21: Racing car disc brakes

Future
The future of the carbon carbon composites can be guessed easily. They are finding
application in newer areas day by day because of their unmatched properties. If they
are not replaced by superior materials any sooner and if cost effective modifications are
developed on the fabrication methods, it is sure that other classes of materials are not
going to be the cup of coffee of almost everyone. One can now see how far the description
material of future is suitable for this class, in fact only for this class!
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Departmental News

Faculty Chairs

Dr. Uday Bhat K. (HOD)
Designation: Associate Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D (IISc , Bangalore,2008)
Specialisation: Physical Metallurgy,Surface Engineering,Characterisation,Welding and
Energy Engineering

Dr.A O Surendranathan
Designation: Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D (Mangalore University,1992)
Specialisation: Powder Metallurgy Mechanical Metallurgy, Corrosion, Nanotechnology
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Dr. K .Rajendra Udupa
Designation: Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D (IISc, Bangalore, 1989)
Specialisation: Foundry

Dr. Jagannatha Nayak
Designation: Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D (NITK,2005)
Specialisation: Heat Treatment, Corrosion of MMCs, Ceramics
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Dr. K .Narayan Prabhu
Designation: Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D( Mangalore University,1991)
Specialisation: Transport Phenomena, Thermal Interface Materials, Melt Treatment of
Al-Si Alloys, Superhydrophobic surfaces in nature, Nanofluids as coolants for quenching
and microelectronic applications, Lead free solders
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Dr. Anandhan Srinivasan
Designation: Associate Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D (IIT, Kharagpur, 2004)
Specialisation: Nanofibers, Ceramics by electrospinning, Value addition to waste materials and fly ash, Polymer Composites from nanofillers,hybrid fillers and fly ash, Thermoplastic Elastomers, Thermoplastic Vulcanizates, Polymer Blends

Dr. Kumkum Banerjee
Designation: Associate Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D (IIT,Kharagpur,1999)
Specialisation: Structure-Property Correlation, Recrystallization and Precipitation Kinetics, Corrosion and Hydrogen Embrittlement , Aerospace Alloys
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Dr. Shashi Bhushan Arya
Designation: Asst. Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D (IITB,Mumbai,2013)
Specialisation: Corrosion, Tribology, Powder Metallurgy

Dr. Ravishankar K. S
Designation: Asst. Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D ( NITK Surathkal,2008)
Specialisation: Austempered Ductile Iron, Composite Materials

Dr. M. Rizwanur Rahman
Designation: Asst. Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D ( Keio University,2011)
Specialisation: Synthesis of Nanomaterials, Alloy Design, Wide Bandgap Semiconductor
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Dr. Subray R . Hegde
Designation: Asst. Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D ( Carleton University, 2010)
Specialisation: High Temperature Materials, Directional Solidification, Thermomechanical Processing, Failure Analysis

Dr. Preetham Kumar G. V
Designation: Asst. Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D (IIT,Madras, 2011)
Specialisation: Metal Forming and Severe Plastic Deformation

Dr. Saumen Mandal
Designation: Asst. Professor
Highest Qualification: Ph.D (IIT, Kanpur,2012)
Specialisation: Thin Films, Solution Processed Coating, Oxide and Non- Oxide Advanced Ceramics, Nanotechnology
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Doctorate Degrees Awarded [ 2016-2018 ]
1. Dr. Akshata G. Patil was awarded Ph.D degree for her on Utilization of nanostructured flyash in polymer matrix composites
Yr. of award : 2016
Guide: Dr. Anandhan Srinivasan
2. Dr. Vijeesh was awarded Ph.D degree for his work on Solidification and Heat
Treatment of Modified/Refined Al-Si Alloys (Thermal Analysis, Heat Transfer,
Mechanical Properties and Microstructural Study)
Yr. of award 2016
Guide: Dr. K. Narayan Prabhu
Date of viva: 13-06-2016
3. Dr. M. G. Ananda Kumar was awarded Ph.D degree for his work on Studies on
Materials Engineering Aspects of Microwave Sintered Aluminium Censophere
Composites
Yr. of award 2016
Guide: Dr. Jagannatha Nayak
Date of viva: 03-11-2016

4. Dr. Sudheendra P. was awarded Ph.D degree for his work on Synthesis and
Characterization of Titanium Aluminium Intermetallic Hard Coatins by Sputtering
Yr. of award 2017
Guide: Dr. A. O. Surendranathan
Date of viva: 19-01-2017
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5. Mrunali Sona was awarded Ph.D degree for her work on Effect of Wetting
Kinetics on Microstruture and Joint Strength of Sn-Cu and Sn-Ag-Cu Solders
on Bare and Nickel-Coated Copper Substrates A Study
Yr. of award 2017
Guide: Dr. K. Narayan Prabhu
Date of viva: 31-01-2017

6. Dr. Hemanth Kumar V. was awarded Ph.D degree for his work on Optimisation
of process parameters and assessment of mechanical properties of in-situ
AA6082 TiB2 particle reinforced composites
Yr. of award 2017
Guide: Dr. Ravishankar K. S.
Date of viva: 02-06-2017

7. Dr. Melby Chacko was awarded Ph.D degree for her work on effct of T6
Treatment on Corrosion of AliSicp Composite and Inhibition Ealuation of
Benzimidazole and its Derivatives
Yr. of award 2017
Guide: Dr. Ravishankar K. S.
Date of viva: 03-10-2017

8. Dr. Sharath P. C. was awarded PhD. degree for his work on Mechanical
Properties and Microstructural Characterisation of Multi Directional Forged
and Heat Treated Zn-24Al-2Cu Alloy Yr. of award 2018
Guide: Dr. Preetham Kumar G. V. and Dr. K. Rajendra Udupa
Date of viva: 22-01-2018
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9. Dr. Shamanth V. was awarded Ph.D. degree for his work on Evaluation of the
Mechanical Properties for Reversion Heat Treated of Thermally Embrittled
Duplex Stainless Steels
Yr. of award 2018
Guide: Dr. Ravishankar K. S.
Date of viva: 06-02-2018
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Departmental Student Strength

B.Tech
M.Tech
Ph.D.
Year Strength Year
Specialization
Strength Full time Part time
II
37
Process Metallurgy
4
38
3
III
37
I
Nano Technology
6
IV
38
Materials Engineering
25
Process Metallurgy
5
II
Nano Technology
5
Materials Engineering
21
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Ongoing M.Tech Major Projects

S.No

Project Title

Student(Branch)

1

Leaching of manganese ores

Yadhu (ML)

Project Guide
Dr.Subray R Hegde

in the presence of mono, di
and poly saccharides
2

Steam initiated surface

Brajesh P (ML)

Dr.S B Arya

coating of Magnesium
containing aluminium
surfaces
3

Carbon-carbon composite

Anilas (ML)

Dr.A

O

Suren-

dranathan
4

Screen printing

Ashritha S (NT)

Dr.Saumen Mandal

5

Coatings for Spacecraft

Prajwal (NT)

Dr.S B Arya

Nikhil (ML)

Dr. Uday Bhat K.

Thermal Control Application
(jointly with ISRO)
5

Welding characterization of
laser and capacitive discharge
welding and feasibility
studies of alternative welding
for diamond tools.

6

Corrosion of high entropy

Johnkutty (ML)

Dr. S B Arya

alloy (jointly with IIT
H/IITM)
7

Centrifugal compressor

Raghul (ML)

system dynamic simulation
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S.No

Project Title

Student(Branch)

Project Guide

8

Measuring the stiffness of soft

Manvendra (NT)

Dr.

matter i.e. biological cell
9

Jagannatha

Nayak

Fracture studies on

Akhil (ML)

Dr. Rajendra Udupa

weldments-role of inclusions
10

Influence of SPD on ageing

Raghul (ML)

Dr. Uday Bhat K.

Raghul (ML)

Dr. Uday Bhat K.

Jishnu (ML)

Dr. Rajendra Udupa

behaviour
11

Influence of SPD on ageing
behaviour

12

Influence of SPD on ageing
behaviour

13

Optimization and

Sanjay Pujari (ML) Dr. Saumen Mandel

characterization of low
temperature processed screen
printed metallic/conducting
oxide films
14

Development of solution

Subodh Kumar

processed non-oxide for hard

(ML)

Dr. Saumen Mandal.

coating applications
15

Optimization and

Kaushal (ML)

characterization of

Dr. Saumen Mandal.

hydroxyapatite coating on
metallic implants
16

Impact analysis of natural

Naman (ML)

fiber reinforced sandwich

Dr.
hankar

composites
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S.No

Project Title

Student(Branch)

Project Guide

17

Effect of cryogenic treatment

Dhina Garan(ML)

Dr.

on the microstructure, tensile

K S Ravis-

hankar.

and wear behavior of AISI
9255 steel (only for PM)
18

Energy Storage Materials

Kaustubh(PM)

Dr.

K Narayan

Prabhu
19

Lead free solders - Modelling

Kaustubh(PM)

and Experimentation
20
21

Pool Boiling heat transfer -

Gautham

Determination of Critical Flux

Shetty(PM)

Quench heat treatment of Al

Ranju M R(ML)

Quench heat treatment of Al
Quench heat treatment of Al

Ranju M R(ML)

K Narayan

Prabhu
Dr.

K Narayan

Dr.

K Narayan

Prabhu
Ranju M R(ML)

alloys
24

Dr.

Prabhu

alloys
23

K Narayan

Prabhu

alloys
22

Dr.

Dr.

K Narayan

Prabhu

Development of nanomaterials

Anuj(NT)

Dr. Anandhan S

Anuj(NT)

Dr. Anandhan S

for energy applications.
25

Development of nanomaterials
for energy applications.

26

Leaching of deductively

Chaitanya(ML)

Dr. Subray R Hegde

Nagendra(ML)

Dr.

roasted low grade Manganese
ores
27

Workability and flow
properties of Al 6063 alloy

mar

with heat treatment
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S.No

Project Title

Student(Branch)

Project Guide

28

Fabrication of Cu/MWCNTs

Sunita(NT)

Dr. M R Rahman

Reddy (ML)

Dr Preetham Kumar

Vijay K (ML)

Dr.Preetham Kumar

composites using
electrodeposition technique.
29

Wear study on Zn-Al alloy
processed by severe plastic
deformation

30

Tensile properties and tensile
fracture characteristics of cast
Al-Si alloys processed by
ECAP.

31

Friction Surfacing

Visakh M S (ML)

Dr. Uday Bhat K

32

Surface engineering of

Hashil (ML)

Dr. Uday Bhat K

stainless steels
33

Mechanical properties of ADI

Shrikant K(PM)

at different austenising

Dr.

K S Ravi

Shankar

temperatures (only for PM)
34

Laser 3D printing

Manoj Kumar

Dr. Udaya Bhat K

(ML)
35

Develop Pressure sensitive

Shweta Jain (ML)

adhesive on glass fibre for
roads
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Ongoing B.Tech Major Projects
S.No

Project Title

Students)

Project Guide

1

Study of the wear and wear

A Nikitha, Madhubala

Dr. A O Suren-

resistance characteristics of

dranathan

hard metal grades with
varying binder content and
carbide grain size
1

Polymer Nano-Composite

TSK Sushma, Anantha
Mayuri

2

Recrystallization behavior

Arjun B, Tirumala Prasad

evaluation of wrought AA

Dr. A O Surendranathan
Dr.

Kumkum

Banerjee

6061 alloy
3

Spheroidization kinetics of

K Sravan, Prathvi B K

cementite of high carbon

Dr.

Kumkum

Banerjee

steels
4

Study of strain ageing

Neeharika Shetty, P Anjali

Dr. K R Udupa

behavior of nuclear grade
stainless steel by impression
creep test
5

Development of

Yashaswini Karanth, Siri

hydroxyapatite -Fe2 O3 based

Meghana

UV absorbing material for

Mandal

Saumen
and

Dr. K Rajendra

sun screen filter
6

Dr.

Udupa

Mechanical characterization

Dharshan Gowda,

of natural fiber reinforced

Muhammed Saheer

composite
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S.No

Project Title

Students)

Project Guide

7

Wear behavior of quenched

Sarah Majumdar, Rakshith

Dr. K S RaviS-

and partitioned heat treated

Gowda

hankar

AISI 9255 steel
8

Al-Si Alloys - Melt treatment

Vrishank Jambur, Achyut
Menon

9

Surface engineering of Ti

Anugraha, Aishwarya Bhat

alloys
10
11

Dr. K Narayan
Prabhu
Dr. Udaya Bhat
K.

Electrospinning of

Sreedhar Sashank,

Dr.

nanocomposite nanofibers

SreeVarsha

S.

Effect of Si and Al2 O3

Arshan Khan, Harshan

reinforcements on

Anandhan

Dr.Preetham
kumar G V

mechanical properties of
Zn-Al composites
12

Effect of severe plastic

Gowtham N, Chinmaya C M

deformation on

Dr.Preetham
Kumar G V

microstructure and
Mechanical properties of
Al-Si alloys
13
14
15

Heat treatment of Structural

YuvaSimha, Shanmukha

Steels

Shrikanth

Erosion-Corrosion Studies of

ShreePooja A N, Rahul

Stainless Steel

Kumar

Preperation of Silicon based

Anirudh Pai K.

Dr. Jagannatha
Nayak
Dr. S B Arya
Dr. S B Arya

Nano Composite and it’s
Characterization
16

Investigation of recurring

Bharath, Jagadeesh

cracking issues of a chemical

Dr.

Subray R

Hegde

reaction vessel.
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S.No

Project Title

Students)

Project Guide

17

Heat treatment of AA 6061

Gaurav Pal, Karthik Kamath

Dr. Jagannatha

Matrix Composite reinforced

Nayak

with SiC
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MEA Annual Report [ 2017 - 2018 ]
First of all, let me begin by thanking all of the executive members of Metallurgical
Engineering Association(MEA) for their support and help in conducting all the events
that happened in this academic year. I am also very thankful to the NITKAST team that
has done a very good work in reviving the NITKAST magazine. I would like to highlight
the various intra-departmental activities that took place this year under the banner of
MEA.

The activities of the association for this academic began with the celebration of Teachers
Day. The event was attended by all the faculty members and students from the department. The next event held, by MEA was the 27th lecture in the Prof. T Ramachandran
Lecture Series which was delivered by Prof. Brij Kumar Dhindaw (Professor, Indian
Institute of Technology Bhubaneswar) on the topic Recyclability of Aluminium alloys,
Twin Roll Casting and Nucleation Issues. The Director of the Institute and various other
superannuated professors from the Department attended the event. I would like to thank
Prof. K Narayan Prabhu for his efforts to make the event a grand success.
Batch wise industrial visits to metallurgical industries around NITK were also conducted
for the members. This year the students were taken to LAMINA FOUNDRIES which
located in Nitte. The students attended the industrial visit in great numbers. The visit not
only helped the members gain an industrial insight but also provided them an opportunity
to interact with the experienced industry personnel and to improve their knowledge in
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the field of Metallurgical Engineering.

This year also the saw the beginning of the MEA Lecture Series. Speakers in the
series varied from Industrial Experts to Professors from abroad. The first lecture in the
series was delivered by Dr. Anandhan Srinivasan who spoke on the topic Piezoelectric
Nanogenerators from a polymer. The second talk in the series was delivered by Mr.
Karthik Karkera who gave us an overview of industrial processes at HILTI and provided
us an insight into the industrial world. The next lecture was by Dr. Pradeep Menezes,
a professor from University of Nevada Reno, who gave a talk on Tribology.The final
talk in the series was given by Dr. Bharat Bhooshan Panigrahi on High Entropy Alloys.
Many other talks were organized in the department in collaboration with the Indian
Institute of Metals (IIM) Surathkal Chapter. The lecture series captured a huge audience
and provided the students with immense knowledge. I would like to thank Prof. Udaya
Bhat K for supporting and guiding me to organise the lectures.
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An intra-department inter-year sports day was also conducted by the MEA this year
with the help from Physical Education and Sports Department of the institute which saw
active participation from all the students of the department. Various sports events like
Football, Cricket, Badminton etc were conducted on the sports day. Almost all the UG,
PG and PhD students participated in the event and awards were given to the Winners
and Runners up in each event. The Final year B.Tech students emerged as the overall
champions in the Sports Day. The association also conducted a technical quiz named
META MASTERMIND for its members this year. Various teams from UG, PG and
PhD attended the event. The winners in the event were awarded with prizes during the
Valedictory Function. This year an initiative was also taken by the executive committee
to go digital and connect with the life members, of the association. Though we have not
yet fully connected with the life members we would like to do that in the coming years so
that we remain in touch with our alumni and gain valuable inputs from them which will
help us to progress further. The club activities for the year ended with Annual General
Meet(AGM) of all the members. Several decisions were made during the AGM and new
members of MEA for the forthcoming year were elected.
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I would sign off by thanking all the members of the MEA who have contributed towards
the progress of this club and have helped me to rebuild this association. I would like to
wish All The Best to the next executive committee of MEA and would like to see them
take MEA to greater heights.

ANIRUDH PAI K
Secretary
Metallurgical Engineering Association,NITK
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Our Personnel’s Achievements
1. Prajwal [ 15MT29, III Year, B.Tech ] won All India Inter-NIT Athletics Meet400m
Men’s Sprinting championship, held at NIT, Kurukshetra, In 2017. He was
awarded a Gold medal.
2. Prajwal [ 15MT29, III Year, B.Tech ] has also won gold Medal at All India InterNIT Athletics Meet in 200m and 400m Men’s Sprinting Championship, held at
MNIT - Jaipur in 2017.
3. Deeksha M K [ 15MT12, III Year, B.Tech ] has secured Bronze medal at All India
Inter-NIT Athletics Meet in 400m Women’s Sprinting Championship, held at
MNIT - Jaipur in 2017.
4. Deeksha M K, has also won Gold medal in Spinshock - 2018, an inter-collegiate
throwball tournament held at NITK, Surathkal during March 2018.
5. Manjunath G K [ 4th year, Ph.D, MT13F04 ] has been awarded with best paper presentation at International Conference on advances in manufacturing, materials
and energy engineering at MITE, Moodibadri, held on 2-3 March, 2018.
6. Sridhar Sashank [ 14MT39, IV Year, B.Tech ] has been awarded OP Jindal Engineering and Management Scholarships for 3 consecutive years [ 2015, 2016,
2017 ] . He has also bagged an admission into University of Illinois, UrbanaChampaign, Texas.
7. Sridhar Sashank has also secured the prestigious NTU India Connect Program
Summer Research Internship, 2017 and was also selected as Indian Academy
of Sciences Summer Research Fellow [ 2017 ].
8. Pavan Kumar R Sondar [ MT16F05, Ph.D II year ], has presented in a conference on
the topic - Cryogenic Treatment of Low alloy steels
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9. Sangamesh [ MT14F06 ] has attended 5 International Conferences [ Including one at
National University of Singapore ]. He has been awarded with best paper presentation, titled - Ballistic Impact Study on Jute-Epoxy and Natural Rubber Sandwich
Composites at IMME 2017, held at NIT Trichy.
10. Manvendra Singh [16NT03F , M.Tech II Year ] has fabricated a(30X30)µm cross
sectioned microfluidic device by soft photolithography without clean room for measuring mechanical properties of soft matter like human body cells.
11. Vibin Wilson [ 172ML024] has secured second position in the Intra College Athletic
Championship.
12. Jayalaksmi M. [ 123012 ] has published a journal paper titled - Insights into formation of gradient nanostructured layer and deformation induced martensite in
AISI 316 stainless steel subjected to severe shot peening, Journal - surface and
coatings technology, 2018, 344,295-302, Title- Micostructural characterization
of low temperature plasma nitrided AISI 316stainless steel surface with prior
severe shot peening, Journal- Materials and design, 2016, 108, 448-454.
13. Prabhu kumar C. [ MT14F04] has presented a journal titled - Purification of silver
nanowires synthesised by polyol method, at International Conference on Advances in Science and Engineering-2017 held at Regent’s International College,
Bangkok, Thailand on January 19-22, 2017.
14. Prabu kumar C. has also published some other papers and presented at conferences.
These are given below,
- Sneha, C., Prabukumar, C., Jayalakshmi, M., Bhat, S., and Bhat, K. U. (2017).
Effect of substrate temperature on the characteristics of ZnO films produced by
a combination of thermal vapor deposition and oxidation processes. Journal of
Materials Science: Materials in Electronics, 28(21), 15959-15966.
- International Conference - Prabukumar, M. Mohamed Jaffer Sadiq, D. Krishna
Bhat and K. Udaya Bhat, ”Effect of Solvent on the Morphology of MoS2 Nanosheets
Prepared by Ultrasonication-Assisted Exfoliation”, , International Conference on
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Design, Materials and Manufacture-2018 at NITK, January 29-31, 2018

15. Baskaran T. [ MT14F02 ] has published the following journals and conference papers
during his Ph,D so far,
- Baskaran T, Shashi Bhushan Arya, Influence of ceramic top coat and thermally
grown oxide microstructures of air plasma sprayed Sm2SrAl2O7 thermal barrier
coatings on the electrochemical impedance behaviour, Surf. Coat. Technol. 34
- Baskaran T, Shashi Bhushan Arya, Role of Thermally Grown Oxide and Oxidation
Resistance of Samarium Strontium Aluminate based Air Plasma Sprayed Ceramic
Thermal Barrier Coatings Surf. Coat. Technol., 326 (2017) 299-309.
- He also got best poster award in International conference on ”Expanding Horizons of Technological Applications of Ceramics and Glasses” (EH-TACAG’17)
organised by Indian Ceramic Society on 14-16 December, College of Engineering,
Pune, India.
16. Pranesh Rao K M [ MT14F05, IV year, Ph.D ] has the below given conference
proceedings,
- Pranesh Rao, K. M., and NarayanPrabhu, K. (2016).Simulation of the effect of
heat transfer coefficient, bath temperature and section thickness on phase evolution
during martempering of 4140 steel. Heat treatment society- ASM Conference,
Mumbai
- Pranesh Rao, K. M., and NarayanPrabhu, K. (2016). Estimation of Spatially
Dependent Heat Flux Transients during quenching of Inconel Probe in Molten
Salt Bath , Mediterranean conference on heat treatment and surface Engineering
,Portoroz, Slovenia
He has also been credited with the following prublications,
- Pranesh Rao, K. M., and NarayanPrabhu, K. (2017). Effect of Bath Temperature
on Cooling Performance of Molten Eutectic NaNO3 -KNO3 Quench Medium for
Martempering of Steels. Metall. Mater. Trans. A, 48(10), 48954904.
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- Pranesh Rao, K. M., andPrabhu, N. (2017). Estimation of Spatially Dependent
Heat Flux Transients during Quenching of Inconel Probe in Molten Salt Bath. Mater.
Perform.Charact., 6(5), 733-744.

17. Shamitha C [ MT14F11, IV year, Ph.D ] has published a journal paper - Shamitha,
C., Senthil, T., Wu, L., Kumar, B. S., and Anandhan, S. (2017). Solgel electrospun mesoporous ZnMn2 O4 nanofibers with superior specific surface area. J.
Mater. Sci. Mater. Electron., 115.
18. Shamitha C, has also attended the International conference on nanoscience and
technology (ICONSAT 2018) held in Bangalore during March 2018. The paper title
she has presented over there was, Structural and morphological characterization
of ZnMn2O4 nanofibers obtained by sol-gel electrospinning.
19. Ajmal T S [ MT14F01, IV year, Ph.D ] has presented the below listed conference
proceedings,
- T. S. Ajmal, T. Baskaran, Abheepsit Raturi, K. R. Udupa and S. B. Arya, Study of
Flow Accelerated Corrosion at Elbow of 304 Stainless Steel Pipeline in Oil Field
Water Paper No. IC-23, International Corrosion Conference and Expo CORCON
2016 (NACE), 18-21 September, 2016, New Delhi, India.
- T. S. Ajmal, T. Baskaran, K. R. Udupa and S. B. Arya, Flow Accelerated Corrosion
at 304 Stainless Steel Pipeline Elbow in Oil Field Water Paper No. NTC2016-597,
National Tribology Conference 2016, 8-10 December, 2016, IIT (BHU) Varanasi,
India.
- T. S. Ajmal, Shashi Bhushan Arya and K. Rajendra Udupa, ”Flow Accelerated
Corrosion of API X70 Pipeline Steel in Oilfield Water”, 5th CORSYM, 23-24 March
2018, IIT Madras, Chennai, India.
- Thakur Ashish, Shashi Bhushan Arya and T. S. Ajmal, ”Study of Flow Accelerated
Corrosion on AZ91D Magnesium Alloy Used in Engine Radiator”, 5th CORSYM,
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23-24 March 2018, IIT Madras, Chennai, India.

20. Vrishank Jambur [ 14MT42 , IV Year B.Tech ] has secured an admission for fully
funded Ph.D programme at University of Wisconsin Madison.
21. Yashasvini Karanth [ 14MT43, IV Year B.Tech ] has been selected to Master’s programme Texas A&M University and for Ph.D programme at University of Alabama.
The Department of Metallurgical and Materials Engineering, NITK, Surathkal along
with the Metallurgical Engineering Assosciation wishes its achievers,

Hearty Congratulations!
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